As a discourse and a set of institutionalized policies, heritage-making necessarily involves a complex mix of identities, politics, and power. Simultaneously, the sites, objects and practices that heritage seeks to encompass and preserve are myriad, defined by disparate histories that are not equally suitable to the ends that heritagization seeks. Hagia Sophia, which stood at the symbolic center of two great empires and continues to inspire identification on the part of two religions, represents a unique example of this dynamic. In her seminal article, Gülrü Necipoğlu emphasized Hagia Sophia’s unprecedented capacity for transformation over time, but also noted that the building “was not an open signifier.” Rather, regardless of the context, its reinterpretations have consistently revolved “around the twin themes of universal empire and religion.” As such, Hagia Sophia has always carried powerful political symbolism and possibilities of interpretation. It is no surprise that Hagia Sophia is still claimed by different religious actors, in different languages; it is a witness to and protagonist of a plethora of legends and histories, which simultaneously inform and unsettle recent decisions to manipulate heritage discourse for political gains.

On July 10, 2020, Hagia Sophia once again became a mosque when the Turkish Council of State revoked its museum status, which had been granted in 1934 in an attempt to diffuse its imperial connotations and open the building to researchers. Two weeks later, despite the Covid-19 pandemic, tens of thousands of worshippers gathered to celebrate the opening with an initial Friday prayer. The reopening of Hagia Sophia as a mosque was the result of a long campaign, most recently led by Turkey’s ruling party, the AKP. When President Erdoğan called for the re-conversion of Hagia Sophia as a “return to its origin” (aslına rücu), it initiated another recontextualization of the monument and the elevation of only one of its many histories.

Against this backdrop, our workshop aims to address three larger themes in relation to the place of Hagia Sophia, both today and in the past. The first is the tension between the anti-imperialist discourse...
that accompanied the museum’s reconversion, and the language and symbolism of (re)conquest that simultaneously marked the opening celebrations. While removal of the monument’s museum status has been touted as proof of Turkey’s sovereignty and a response to the past injustice of musealization in deference to the “West,” the reconversion is also couched in the language of the “right of the sword,” and symbolism that combines ethno-nationalist bluster and religious hegemony.

Second, historians have long pointed out that the conversion of Ayasofya into the royal mosque of Sultan Mehmed II did not constitute an erasure, but rather, was a re-consecration of the building, and its inclusion—together with that of Eastern Roman imperial heritage—into the emerging Ottoman context. While there is no doubt that Hagia Sophia represents shared heritage par excellence as a place of collective memory, there have also been proposals for sharing the building in practice, opening it for prayer on the part of different communities, on various Christian and Islamic holidays. How can we understand Hagia Sophia in the wider context of shared sacred spaces? What are the challenges and possibilities of imagining a calendrical division between Christianity and Islam, or even between religiosity and secularity, in its space?

Finally, the dense relationship among space, aesthetics, and historicity that Hagia Sophia embodies demands appreciation in its own right. Over the past decade, scholars of the church in the Byzantine era—notably Bissera Pentcheva [2]—have begun to understand the intangible heritage of Hagia Sophia, which goes beyond symbolism and language and opens the domain of sensorial experience of the past. Byzantine imperial power anchored itself in the temporal play of light and sound in this vast, extremely reverberant interior. As the emperor stood under the dome and the elite choir sang acclamations from the drum of the golden dome, glittering reverberation ‘rained’ from the resplendent cupola over the ruler. Byzantine legacies both persevered and shifted in unexpected ways in the subsequent Ottoman period. For instance, a well-known tale maintains that the beauty of Hagia Sophia inspired melancholy on the part of the Sultan Mehmed II. Upon seeing Christendom’s greatest church, the conquering sultan apparently mused over the transience of earthly power, but also decided to immortalize himself by converting the building into his royal mosque. In light of these concerns, the third theme of our workshop seeks to emphasize the unique features of the materiality and historicity of Hagia Sophia, including its architecture, acoustics, and decorations. How does the monument figure in art history? How were elements specific to Christianity and Islam highlighted or erased in the building’s various incarnations, and what will their place be in the reconsecrated Ayasofya-i Kebir Mosque? Finally, which sensorial experiences are possible, and which are foreclosed, under this new dispensation?
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